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A New Approach to the Design of Combining Classifier Based on Immune Algorithm
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Abstract: This paper presents a method for combining classifier which is constructed by fuzzy and neural network classifiers

and uses classifier fusion algorithms and selection algorithms. The input space of combing classifier is divided by the extended

hyperbox region proposed in this paper to guarantee non-overlapped data property. To fuse the fuzzy classifier and the neural

network classifier, we propose the fusion parameter for the overlapped data. In addition, the adaptive learning algorithm also

proposed to maximize classifier performance. Finally, simulation examples are given to illustrate the effectiveness of the method.
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1. Introduction

Over the last few years, there has been an ever-increasing

interest in the area of classification system. Many problems

in business, science, industry, and medicine can be treated as

classification problems. Examples include bankruptcy pre-

diction, credit scoring, medicine diagnosis, quality control,

handwritten character recognition and speech recognition.

The final goal of designing classification system is to maxi-

mize the accuracy of designed classifier. This objective led

to the development of different classification scheme for any

classification problem to be solved. It had been observed

in such design studies that the combination of classifier can

overcome the limitation of each classifier [1]. These observa-

tions motivated the relatively interest in combining classifier.

Generally, there are two basic approaches a combination of

classifier algorithms may take: classifier fusion and dynamic

classifier selection. In classifier fusion algorithms, individ-

ual classifiers are applied in parallel and their outputs are

combined [1]. The dynamic classifier selection attempts to

predict which single classifier is most likely to new correct

for a given data sample. Only one output of the selected

classifier is considered in the final decision. Especially, there

are many researches to development classifier fusion algo-

rithms including the majority vote [2], [3], the Borda count

[4], unanimous consensus [3], [4], thresholded voting [3] and

polling methods which utilize heuristic decision [5], [6].

In this paper, we propose the design of new combining classi-

fier system that combines the fuzzy classifier and the neural

network classifier using combination algorithms. To com-

bine different classifiers, we use two aspects of combination

algorithms: the input space partition in classifier selection

algorithm and the parallel form of discriminant function of

classifier fusion algorithm. The proposed classifier divides

sample data by overlapping property based on the extended

fuzzy min-max hyperbox. If data belongs to overlapping

data class, the classifier determines the class of data using a

discriminant function. The discriminant function calculated

by fuzzy rule uses fuzzy TSK classifier model [7]. The conse-

quent of each rule is composed the combination of the fuzzy

membership function and the neural network discriminant
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Fig. 1. Extended fuzzy min-max hyperbox region

function with the fusion parameter. The fusion parameter

that represents fusion ratio is determined by immune algo-

rithm. To optimize combing classifier, we propose adaptive

learning algorithm including immune algorithm.

2. Designing the combining classifier

2.1. Extended fuzzy min-max hyperbox region

In this paper, we propose the new hyperbox called extended

fuzzy min-max hyperbox to distinguish the overlapped re-

gion and the non-overlapped region. Hyperboxes, defined

by pair of min-max points, and their corresponding mem-

bership functions are used to create fuzzy subsets of the

n-dimensional pattern space [8]. Extended fuzzy min-max

hyperboxes are also defined by pair of min-max points, and

their corresponding membership function. The general hy-

perbox that used in other research needs amount of hyper-

boxes to represent data’s distribution. However, the pro-

posed hyperbox that has two sub hyperboxes can describe

the each class’s data distribution using one hyperbox. The

extended hyperbox has a inner sub hyperbox and a outer

sub hyperbox. The inner sub hyperbox describes the reli-

able region that is distributed by non-overlapped data. The

outer sub hyperbox has the region that describes entire data

distribution. Figure 1 represents extended fuzzy min-max

hyperbox region. A region Ri represents the inner sub hy-

perbox of the class labeled as i. A region Bi represents the

boundary region which is a part of outer sub hyperbox re-

gion excepted the inner sub hyperbox region. The inner sub



Fig. 2. The membership function of the extended fuzzy

min-max region

hyperbox is described by a pair of min-max points vik, wik.

Similarly, the outer sub hyperbox is described by a pair of

min-max points v
′

ik, w
′

ik. Especially, A region Kij has the

complex region that is distributed by overlapped data. In

this paper, we separate data by overlapping property and

apply proper classification method.

Figure 2 expresses the membership function corresponding

to the extended fuzzy min-max hyperbox region. This mem-

bership function µAik
(x) denotes the form of the trapezoidal

membership function.

µAik
(x) =
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2.2. Design of combination of classifiers

The fundamental architecture of combining classifier that is

proposed in this paper is described as following fuzzy rule:

Rk: IF x1 is A1k and ... and xn is Ank then gk1= zk1 and

gkn = zkn

where the subscript n is the number of feature, Aik is the

membership function of the ith feature of the kth rule and

gki is the discriminant function of k, (1 ≤ k ≤ c) class of the

ith feature.

The proposed classifier determines the classification result C

using the maximum discriminant function value.

C = arg{max gi(x)} (2)

To combine the fuzzy classifier and the neural network clas-

sifier, we propose the value of discriminant function zim as

zim(x) = β
τi

c
(x) + (1 − β)nmi(x) (3)

where β is the fusion parameter, c is the number of class,

τi(x) is the firing strength function of class i [7] and nim is

the output of ith network classifier of the feature m.

Especially, to guarantee the data belonged to region R, the

output of each classifier has following values,

µAmi
(x) = c, xm ∈ Ri

nmi(x) = c, xm ∈ Ri

(4)

In addition, when the kth feature data xk belongs to class i,

the classification error Ψ(xk) can be defined as

Ψ(x) =
c

∑

j=1,j 6=i,gi(x)<gj(x)

1

{gj(x) − gi(x)}2 (5)

Theorem 1: Let the discriminant function of the fuzzy

rule i be a gi(x), the difference between the firing

strength functions of ith and jth fuzzy rule be a ∆Tij =

{τi(x) − τj(x)}, the difference between neural network out-

put value of ith and jth of kth feature be a ∆Nij =
∑M

k=1 nki(x) − nkj(x). The discriminant function gi(x) sat-

isfies the followings:

gi(x) > gj(x), 1 < j < c, j 6= i, (6)

if the fusion parameter β satisfy the followings:

c
max

j=1,j 6=i,∆Nij<∆Tij

{
∆Nij

∆Nij − ∆Tij

} < β

<
c

min
j=1,j 6=i,∆Nij>∆Tij

{
∆Nij

∆Nij − ∆Tij

}. (7)

Proof: The discriminant function gi(x) can be calculated

as

gi(x) =

∑M

k=1 zki · τk(x)
∑M

k=1 τk(x)
. (8)

where M, (M = c) is the number of the rule. Next, classifi-

cation condition (6) be represented using (8)

gi(x) − gj(x) > 0 (9)
∑M

k=1 zki(x) · τk(x)
∑M

k=1 τk(x)
−

∑M

k=1 zkj(x) · τk(x)
∑M

k=1 τk(x)(x)
> 0 (10)

∑M

k=1 zki(x) · τk(x) −
∑M

k=1 zkj(x) · τk(x)
∑M

k=1 τk(x)
> 0 (11)

∑M

k=1(zki(x) − zkj(x)) · τk(x)
∑M

k=1 τk(x)
> 0 (12)

M
∑

k=1

{zki(x) − zkj(x)} > 0, because all τk(x) > 0 (13)

By exchange zki with (3), we obtain simplified classification

condition,

M
∑

k=1

{zki(x) − zkj(x)} > 0 (14)

M
∑

k=1

β{
τi

c
(x) −

τi

c
(x)} + (1 − β)(nik(x) − njk(x)) (15)

> 0

β{τi(x) − τj(x)} +

M
∑

k=1

{(1 − β)(nik(x) (16)

− njk(x))} > 0

β∆Tij + (1 − β)∆Nij > 0 (17)

As a result, the fusion parameter β has upper and lower

bound depending on the value of ∆Tij and ∆Nij . Finally,

(7) guarantee the bound of fusion parameter(6).

On top of this, some data which misclassified can’t have

boundary that satisfy (7). To find the optimal fusion pa-

rameter, we need to consider the data that can’t satisfy (7).

Corollary 1: Let boundary of fusion parameter is denoted as

followings:

Bs(Ns) < β < Bl(Nl) (18)
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Fig. 3. Adaptive learning algorithm for combining classifier

where Bs(Ns) is the Nsth largest value of fusion parameter

and Bl(Nl) is the Nlth smallest value of it.

If sample data is classified incorrectly, minimums Ns and Nl

that satisfying (18) guarantee minimum classification error

Ψ(xk).

Proof: Differences Nl − 1 and Ns − 1 mean the number

of class that does not satisfy (6) by Theorem 1. We can

easily know that the increase of differences mean increase

of classification error by definition of classification error (5).

Therefore, if we guarantee minimum of differences, we can

get the minimum classification error.

3. Adaptive learning algorithm for combining

classifier

3.1. On-line adaptation using immune system

The basic concept of on-line adaptation using immune

system is tuning the classification system by data-driven

method. In general, The data driven-method provide more

flexible classification system and more extensible than an-

other tuning methods [8]. The combination classifier pro-

posed in this paper presents tuning methods for the fuzzy

hyper box, the neural network and the fusion parameter.

Figure 3 represents the steps of the whole algorithm.

3.2. Feature extraction

The extended fuzzy min-max hyperbox region has some

drawbacks which caused by using just one hyperbox to one

class data. However, using feature extraction method, we

can reduce the fault of the extended fuzzy min-max hyper-

box. In this paper, we use a new feature extraction based on

PCA (principal component analysis) method [12]. Let X=

[x1 x2 .. xn]T is the original feature, and Y= [y1 y2 ... yn]T

is the extracted feature. Then, we can get first principal

component u1 from X using PCA. The first new feature J

that has the largest region R is denoted as

J = ui
T
X (19)

To reduce the complex region K, we need the feature that has

long distance between another classes. Therefore, the new

feature is determined by using the first new feature which

the smallest complex regions.

ykd = xkd + jd (20)

where ykd is the the kth new feature data of the dth data,

xkd is the the kth previous feature data of the dth data and

jd is the first new feature of the dth data.

3.3. Construction extended fuzzy min-max hyper-

box region

Let data xk be a new kth feature data. The outer min-

max points v
′

ik, w
′

ik and inner min-max points vik, wik are

updated by xk.

If xk belongs to Rj , (j = 1, .., c, j 6= i), the next inner min-

max points have

vnext
ik = vik

wnext
ik = wik.

(21)

If xk does not belong to Bj , (j = 1, .., c, j 6= i), the next inner

min-max points have

vnext
ik = min{vik, x}

wnext
ik = min{wik, x}.

(22)

In addition, the next outer min-max points always have

v
′next
ik = min{v

′

ik, x}

w
′next
ik = max{w

′

ik, x}.
(23)

3.4. Tuning the neural network discriminant func-

tion

The basic tuning goal of the neural network discriminant

function can be described as

α < nik(xk) < 1, k = i

0 < nik(xk) < α, k 6= i
(24)

where α is a tolerance that has very small value.

Because of (3), the neural network discriminant function

is evaluated by feature. Therefore, nki is represented as

SISO(single input single output) multi-layer neural network.

Because the four layer neural network guarantee general

function approximator [11], generally, four-layer neural net-

works are used for nki.

If data x belongs to Kij , the neural network classifier dis-

criminant function is trained with a input vector Ti and a

output vector To,

Ti = [xk] (25)

To = [eij ] (26)

(27)

where eij is the delta function which is denoted as,

eij =

{

1, i = j

1, i 6= j
(28)



3.5. Immune algorithm for the fusion parameter tun-

ing

The immune algorithm is a kind of evolutionary optimization

method. The immune algorithm is designed based on im-

mune system that plays a important role that protects body

of human or animal. An immune system detects germs and

produces proper antibody (Ab) to eliminates germs. Basi-

cally, the immune system remembers germs infect body once

for the fast response. Similar to the immune system, the im-

mune algorithm has detection ability and reproducing ability

for objects. Because of the immune system reinforces its sys-

tem by new germs that come from out of body, the immune

algorithm is trained by data-driven method [9].

The fusion parameter has dynamic boundary (7) that

changed by input data x. Therefore, we need to remember all

boundary condition of data and find the optimal condition

that makes every possible effort satisfying (7). The satis-

faction of (7) is evaluated to use affinity evaluation function

that represents fitness value of antibody.

The immune algorithm has following steps:

Step 1 Randomly choose an antigen Agk and present it ro

all Ab’s in the repertoire Abij = Abij{r} ∪ Abij{m},

(r+m = N). To optimize the fusion parameter, the

antibody Abij is constructed by fusion parameter.

Step 2 Determine the vector fj that contains affinity of Agj

to all the N Ab’s in Ab. The affinity is evaluated

using object function fobj(x). The object function

fobj(x) can be denoted as,

fobj(x) =











x−Bs(N
′

s)

M−Bs(N
′

s)
, Bs(N

′

s) ≤ x < M

Bl(N
′

l )−x

Bl(N
′

l
)−M

, M 6=< x < Bl(N
′

l )
(29)

where M is the mean between Bs(N
′

s) and Bl(N
′

l ),

N
′

s and N
′

l are the minimum values satisfying (18)

of new sample data.

Step 3 Select the n highest affinity Ab’s from Abij to com-

pose a new set of Abk
ij{n}

of high-affinity Ab’s related

to Agk
.

Step 4 The n selected Ab’s will be cloned independently

and proportionally to their affinities, generating a

repertories Ck of clones.

Step 5 The repertories Ck is submitted to an affinity mat-

uration process, generating a population Ck∗ of ma-

tured clones.

Step 6 In mutation process, Ab’s are mutated until affinity

of them is greater than fj or loop counter is over

maximum loop

Step 7 Determine the affinity f∗j of matured clones Ck in

relation to antigen Agj .

Step 8 From this set of clones Ck∗, reselect the one with

highest affinity (A∗
j ) in relation to Agj to be a can-

didate to enter the set of memory antibodies Ab{m}

Step 9 Finally, replace the m lowest f∗j Ab’s from Ab with

the m highest fj candidate Ab’s from Ck∗
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Fig. 4. The extended fuzzy min-max hyperbox region of

sepal length
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Fig. 5. The extended fuzzy min-max hyperbox region of

sepal width
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Fig. 6. The extended fuzzy min-max hyperbox region of

petal length

4. Simulation Results

We apply the proposed methods to the iris data to verify the

effectiveness of our methods. The classification problem of
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Fig. 7. The extended fuzzy min-max hyperbox region of

petal width

the iris data is to classify three species of iris by the four-

dimensional pattern vectors. There are 50 samples of each

class in this classification problem. To examine the learning

ability for training pattern, we use all the 150 samples as

training pattern and performed computer simulations.

Table 1 shows the number of data belongs to region R,

N(R), and the classification accuracy with feature extrac-

tion. When classifier has data from feature extraction that

proposed in this paper, we can confirm the increase of N(R)

and the classification accuracy. Figures 4–7 show the ex-

tended fuzzy min-max hyperbox of each feature. In addi-

tion, the fusion parameter is determined using the immune

algorithm. Figure 8 shows the classification accuracy (C.A.)

by the fusion parameter. The fusion parameter of classifier

with feature differs from classifier without feature extraction.

This difference shows that effectiveness of neural network in

complex region. The data is distributed in complex region

has no common rule to classify. Therefore, we use neural net-

work to classify data in complex region because the neural

network has distribution free property [10].
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Table 1. The effect of feature extraction

N(R) f1 f2 f3 f4 sum C.A.

X 26 5 106 90 227(37.83%) 95.33%

Y 138 53 68 110 369(61.5%) 99.33%

Table 2. Comparing classification accuracy

Ref. the number of rule C.A.

[13] 5 96.67%

[14] 8 96.3%

[15] 4 97.33%

Ours(β = 1.98) 3 99.33%

Finally, We can confirm the superior of combining classifier

proposed in this paper from Table 2. The number of fuzzy

rule is considered to compare the classification ability.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes a new combing classifier that combines

the fuzzy classifier and the neural network classifier. To com-

bine two classifiers, we propose the extended fuzzy hyperbox

for classifier selection and the fusion parameter for classi-

fier fusion. The extended hyperbox distinguishes the data

by overlapping property and guarantees correct classifica-

tion of the non-overlapped data. Also, the fusion parameter

combines the output of the fuzzy classifier and the neural

network classifier to guarantees correct classification of the

non-overlapped data.

The classifier presented in this paper is optimized by using

the adaptive learning algorithm. The adaptive learning algo-

rithm is composed by four algorithm: feature extraction, ex-

tended fuzzy hyperbox tuning, neural network learning, and

immune algorithm for the fusion parameter. Each algorithm

is driven by sample data except feature extraction algorithm.

Finally, simulation results show the proposed tuning algo-

rithms correctly worked and show the superior of proposed

classifier.
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